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Introduction

A research infrastructure for the digital history of Egypt in the Roman and Byzantine periods 
has been rapidly developing. In this essay, I examine the case of the abbot Shenoute of Atripe 
(Shenoute the Archimandrite or Shenoute the Great), who lived in Upper Egypt in the fourth 
through fifth centuries AD, as a means to discuss how digital tools can be used in historical research. 
The investigation covers the period of the late Roman Empire and the early Byzantine Empire as 
part of the history of the Western World.

Trismegistos: Literature Catalogue and Integrated Database for Egypt from the Eighth 
Century BC through to the Eighth Century AD

Shenoute’s name was hardly ever mentioned outside Coptic and Arabic sources, but in the Coptic 
Orthodox Church, he was a saint who became the eponym of Pope Shenouda III and is greatly 
revered(1). In recent years, there has been an increase in research on references to Shenoute in the 
literature, especially in scholarship on late antiquity(2). An internet search is instructive to assess how 
much information we can collect about this person online.

The standard approach to find information on the Egyptian region from antiquity to late 
antiquity would be to start by searching Trismegistos, which was a database with metadata on 
literature excavated or discovered in Egypt covering the period between the eighth century 
BC and the eighth century AD. Trismegistos now includes a database of people’s names, place 

(1) Pope was originally the title given to the Patriarchs of Alexandria and of Rome. It is a translation of the Greek informal name 
for father, Papas, and the original word does not hold any connotation of emperor or king. The Pope as the Patriarch of 
Rome and the leader of the Roman Catholic Church is well-known, but the leaders of both the Coptic Orthodox Church 
and the Chalcedonian Eastern Orthodox Patriarchate of Alexandria also refer to themselves as Papas or Pope. The predecessor 
of the current Pope of the Coptic Orthodox Church, Tawadros II, was Shenouda III. Tawādurūs is the Arabic form of the 
Greek Theodōros while Šinūdah is the Arabic form of the Sahidic Coptic Šenoute (Shenoute). The Greek form of Shenoute is 
Sinūthios.

(2) For example, Shenoute’s image as a political leader in late antiquity is discussed in Lopez, Ariel G., Shenoute of Atripe and the 
Uses of Poverty: Rural Patronage, Religious Conflict, and Monasticism in Late Antique Egypt (Berkeley, Los Angeles & London: 
University California Press, 2010). Another notable example is Krawiec, Rebecca, Shenoute & the Women of the White 
Monastery: Egyptian Monasticism in Late Antiquity (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010). The study establishes gender 
theory in late antiquity through Shenoute’s work and is frequently cited in the field.
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names, compilers, ancient collections, and contemporary collections(3). Trismegistos IDs are 
commonly used in projects related to late antique Egypt(4). Trismegistos has a database on 
people’s names, called Trismegistos People. Coptic was the final stage of the Egyptian language 
for which written records exist for the period from about 5350 to 5150 BC, but one can also 
search for versions in Egyptian that preceded Coptic, such as Demotic Egyptian, and for 
Sinoutios, which is according to Trismegistos the Greek form of Shenoute. Moreover, we can 
obtain information on the frequency of the name Shenoute by area and time period. However, 
this search only allows us to acquire information about all people with the name Shenoute who 
appear in the literature, rather than the specific individual Abbot Shenoute in Upper Egypt. 
Therefore, it might be a better approach to search for information about specific individuals by 
using an online encyclopaedia.

The Claremont Colleges Digital Library

The online version of Encyclopaedia Britannica and Wikipedia include entries under the name 
Shenoute, who is thought to have been a monastery abbot in Upper Egypt. But the article in 
the online version of Encyclopaedia Britannica is short(5), and Wikipedia is not very reliable(6). An 
encyclopaedia that is more reliable and more informative about this period in Egyptian history, 
and has a digital version, is the Claremont Coptic Encyclopaedia, which is part of the Claremont 
Colleges Digital Library. This encyclopaedia was originally published by Macmillan and is now 
available for free in digital format managed by Claremont Graduate University. The online 
version is almost identical to the Macmillan print version of the Coptic Encyclopaedia(7), but also 
includes more recent articles. As of 13 August 2020, however, when trying to access the Claremont 
Colleges Digital Library, a “This connection is private” prompt appears blocking access to the site. 
Nonetheless, access is still possible through the Advanced Settings in Google Chrome. If we type 
Shenoute in its common English spelling in the search box, we find the entry SHENUTE, SAINT 
(8). The author of the article on Shenoute is Karl Heinz Kuhn, who published an edition of the 

(3) Miyagawa, So “Trismegistos: Kigenzen 8-Seiki kara Kingengo 8-Seiki made no Ejiputo-go, Girishia-go, Raten-go, Shiria-go 
nado no Bunken no Metadata ya Kanren suru Jinmei, Chimei nado no Web Database-gun, oyobi, Linked Open Data 
no Service (JPN: Trismegistos: Web Databases of Metadata of Texts and Related Personal and Geographical Names in 
Egyptian, Greek, Latin, Syriac, etc. from Eighth Century BCE to Eighth Century CE as well as Linked Open Data Service),” 
Jinbunjouhougaku Geppou (Digital Humanities Monthly) 91-1 ( 28 February 2019), accessed 19 September 19 2020, https://
www.dhii.jp/DHM/dhm91-1.

(4) Trismegistos IDs are used by various projects such as Papyri.info, PAThs, and Coptic SCRIPTORIUM. Those projects will 
be presented in this paper further below.

(5) “Shenute: Egyptian Religious Reformer,” Encyclopædia Britannica (online), accessed 19 September 2020, https://www.
britannica.com/biography/Shenute.

(6) “Shenoute,” Wikipedia, accessed 9 August 2021, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shenoute.
(7) Atiya, Aziz Suryal, The Coptic Encyclopedia, vols. 1-8 (New York: Macmillan, 1991).
(8) Kuhn, Karl Heinz, “Shenute, Saint,” Claremont Coptic Encyclopedia, the Claremont Colleges Digital Library, accessed 19 

September 2020, https://ccdl.claremont.edu/digital/collection/cce/id/1749. The spelling Shenute is a variant of Shenoute, 
which has the same pronunciation. Shenoute is a relatively faithful romanization of the Sahidic Coptic form ϣⲉⲛⲟⲩⲧⲉ, where 

https://www.dhii.jp/DHM/dhm91-1
https://www.dhii.jp/DHM/dhm91-1
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Shenute
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Shenute
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shenoute
https://ccdl.claremont.edu/digital/collection/cce/id/1749
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letters and sermons of Shenoute’s successor Besa(9). According to this source, Shenoute was the 
abbot of the White Monastery in Upper Egypt in the fourth and fifth centuries and left behind a 
wealth of writings.

Figure 1. The Athribis page in Pleiades(10)

Pleiades

In case you have not heard of the White Monastery before, you might wish to search for it on a 
map. The best way to do so is to check a database called Pleiades that maps geographic information 
about ancient Greece, Rome, and surrounding areas. Shenoute was often referred to as Shenoute 
of Atripe, and Atripe was a village, in which or around which the White Monastery Federation was 
located. The White Monastery Federation consisted of the White Monastery, the Red Monastery, 

ⲟⲩ < ou > is pronounced as [uː].
(9) Accessed 21 September 2020, https://ccdl.libraries.claremont.edu/digital/collection/cce/id/ 1749/rec/2.
(10) “Athribis/Triph(i)eion: A Pleiades Place Resource,” Pleiades, https://pleiades.stoa.org/places/756538.

https://ccdl.libraries.claremont.edu/digital/collection/cce/id/ 1749/rec/2
https://pleiades.stoa.org/places/756538
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and a nunnery, where Shenoute served as the abbot(11). When searching for Atripe in Pleiades 
(Figure 1), we get the Greek name Athribis, actually a name with different origins(12). The Pleiades 
screen first explains the etymology of Athribis and then includes a canonical URI (Uniform 
Resource Identifier) to the next page. URIs are used as links in various online databases relating to 
the late antique period, such as PAThs, which I will discuss next in this paper. Below the URI is 
the longitudinal and latitudinal information. Pleiades also lists several alternative names for Athribis 
and the time periods in which those were used.

PAThs

For searching the literature that records Shenoute’s works, until three years ago the Corpus dei 
Manoscritti Copti Letterari(13) of Sapienza University of Rome would have been the obvious source. 
The Corpus is a paid-access catalogue of Coptic literature and religious codices. Today, however, the 
best option is its successor, the PAThs project(14), which allows users to look up map information, 
photos, and metadata of codices for free. We first click on Authors in the menu bar above the Atlas 
and enter Shenoute to obtain data about his works.

In PAThs, each author is given a unique ID and URL(15). The column on the right 
(Manually entered links) lists Shenoute’s writings. Clicking on each link will take us to the 
pages of individual writings(16). Let us take number 519(17) as an example. The page contains 
information about “Is It Not Written,” which is the third work in Canon 6, one of nine canons 
that constitute Shenoute’s letters and sermons, reconstructed by Stephen Emmel(18). The 
column on the right shows a list of manuscripts that include this work. We can also see the 
relevant metadata. Some pages have photos attached. Let us click on manuscript no. 607. First, 
we find the Coptic Literary Manuscript ID 607 as defined by the PAThs project as well as a 
CMCL siglum, which is a code that identifies the manuscript. In addition, there is a number 
designated by the Danish scholar Georg Zoëga in the eighteenth century(19). The next section 

(11)  Shenoute himself came from Shenaloletto, a village close to Atripe.
(12) In fact, it has been argued that the Greek name Athribis for the Coptic name Atripe is a mistake due to a confusion with a 

city with a similar name, namely Athribis in Lower Egypt. See p. 22 of Bentley Layton, The Canons of Our Fathers: Monastic 
Rules of Shenoute (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014). Nonetheless, Pleiades uses as its heading the Greek name Athribis, 
which is most probably incorrect. Thus, Pleiades privileges the use of the Greek name for a city that has both a Coptic and 
a Greek name.

(13) “CMCL - Studies in Coptic Civilization,” Corpus dei Manoscritti Copti Letterari, accessed 22 September 2020, http://www.
cmcl.it/; see also Orlandi, Tito, “The Corpus dei Manoscritti Copti Letterari,” Computers and the Humanities 24 (1990): 
pp.397–405.

(14) “Tracking Papyrus and Parchment Paths: An Archaeological Atlas of Coptic Literature,” PAThs, accessed 19 September 2020, 
https://atlas.paths-erc.eu/.

(15) For Shenoute, see paths.authors.95 and  http://paths.uniroma1.it/atlas/authors/95.
(16) “paths.authors.95,” PAThs, accessed 19 September 2020, https://atlas.paths-erc.eu/authors/95.
(17) “paths.works.519,” PAThs, accessed 20 September 2020, https://atlas.paths-erc.eu/works/519.
(18) Emmel, Stephen, Shenoute’s Literary Corpus, 2 vols (Leuven: Peeters, 2004).
(19) Zoëga, Georg, Catalogus codicum Copticorum manuscriptorum qui in museo Borgiano Velitris adservantur (Roma: Typis Sacrae 

http://www.cmcl.it/
http://www.cmcl.it/
https://atlas.paths-erc.eu/
http://paths.uniroma1.it/atlas/authors/95
https://atlas.paths-erc.eu/authors/95
https://atlas.paths-erc.eu/works/519
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indicates the storage number and location. Especially the White Monastery manuscripts were 
sold off page by page. Therefore, they are stored in different locations, mainly in libraries in 
Europe and North America. This manuscript is no exception: it was sold off page by page 
and is held by a range of libraries and museums. Pages are kept in the Bibliothèque nationale 
de France (Paris), the British Library (London), the Coptic Museum in Egypt (Cairo), the 
Biblioteca nazionale Vittorio Emanuele III in Italy (Naples), and the Beinecke Rare Book & 
Manuscript Library in the United States (New Haven). In fact, in order to read the entire 
manuscript, we need to either visit these libraries or send them requests for photos. However, 
work is currently underway at the University of Göttingen to develop a digital scholarly edition 
of this manuscript, as I will discuss later. The manuscript is written in the Sahidic dialect of 
Coptic. The format of the manuscript is a parchment codex and is dated 693–723 AD. PAThs 
indicates that the reason for this dating is that the colophon refers to Apa Seth, the abbot who 
was a contemporary of Alexander II, the Patriarch of Alexandria. An abundance of literature is 
also referenced. PAThs also has a function that displays the location of excavation or discovery 
in the Atlas. In this way, PAThs not only serves as a map database, but simultaneously as a 
literature catalogue, author database, and manuscript database. Data are still being added, but 
I am certain that this application will become indispensable to Coptic literature studies in the 
future.

Coptic SCRIPTORIUM, SFB1136, and KELLIA

As shown above, PAThs allows users to view detailed data and associated information about Coptic 
codices. Moreover, these sources link to Trismegistos, where published editions of the works as well 
as their places of storage and storage numbers can be accessed. I will now explain how these texts 
can be read online. Modern translations are not available for all of Shenoute’s writings, and many 
translations are only partial. Unfortunately, work is still underway on the text, and the complete 
English translation of the abovementioned “Is It Not Written”(20), which is part of project SFB1136 of 
the German Research Foundation, is not publicly available yet. Nonetheless, several other important 
texts by Shenoute(21) can be read in Coptic SCRIPTORIUM, which is the largest electronic 

Congregationis de Propaganda Fide, 1810).
(20) French translations of some of the texts can be found in the following two editions:  Amélineau, Émile, Œuvres de Schenoudi, 

Texte Copte et Traduction Française, vol. 1 (Paris: Ernest Leroux, 1907); and Amélineau, Émile, Œuvres de Schenoudi, Texte 
Copte et Traduction Française, vol. 2 (Paris: Ernest Leroux, 1914). The Latin translations of some of the texts can be found in 
the following two volumes: Wiesmann, Hermann, Sinuthii Archimandritae Vita et Opera Omnia III, Corpus Scriptorum 
Christianorum Orientalium, Scriptores Coptici 96, Series Secunda, Tomus 8, Versio (Paris: E Typographeo Reipublicae, 
1931); and Wiesmann, Hermann, Sinuthii Archimandritae Vita et Opera Omnia IV, Corpus Scriptorum Christianorum 
Orientalium 108, Scriptores Coptici, Series Secunda, Tomus 12, Versio (Paris: E Typographeo Reipublicae, 1936).

(21) As of 21 September, 2020, the following works by Shenoute are included in the Coptic SCRIPTORIUM: “Abraham, Our 
Father,” “Acephalous 22,” “God Says Through Those Who Are His,” “I See Your Eagerness,” “Not Because a Fox Barks,” 
“Some Kinds of People Sift Dirt,” “Unknown Work 5-1,” and “Whoever Seeks God Will Find.”
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corpus in the Coptic language(22). The texts have tags providing a range of information, including 
translations, part-of-speech, lemma(23), syntactic dependency(24), line and column numbers, page 
numbers, and so forth. For instance, if we click lemma, we can see the meaning of the word in the 
Coptic Dictionary Online(25). In SFB1136(26) and KELLIA(27), in which I participated, we developed 
OCR (Optical Character Recognition) using neural networks(28), transcribed text on manuscript 
images on Virtual Manuscript Room(29), and conducted morphological analysis(30) via Coptic NLP 
Service(31). In Virtual Manuscript Room, a transcribing platform for manuscripts, we created digital 
scholarly editions of letters by Shenoute, especially Canon 6, a compilation of letters, exported 
into TEI XML(32), the de facto standard of text mark-up in Digital Humanities, and added that 
data to Coptic SCRIPTORIUM. The plan is to gradually expand the Shenoute corpus. Digital 
Humanities projects in Coptic studies, such as PAThs, Coptic SCRIPTORIUM, and SFB1136, 
promote collaborative research and the reciprocal use of data as part of KELLIA, which is a joint 
project of the National Endowment for the Humanities and the German Research Foundation.

(22) “Coptic Scriptorium: Digital Research in Coptic Language and Literature,” Coptic SCRIPTORIUM, accessed 18 September 
2020, https://copticscriptorium.org/.

(23) Lemma is registered in dictionary data as an entry that represents a collection of word forms when a word takes a variety of 
forms. Usually, a basic form, called the dictionary form, is used in dictionaries as the representative lemma form. In Latin, 
the dictionary form of a verb is normally the active indicative present singular, but in Coptic, the dictionary form of a verb 
is the absolute infinitive.

(24) Coptic SCRIPTORIUM’s syntactic treebank is based on Universal Dependencies (UD). For UD, see Miyagawa, So, 
“Universal Dependencies: Izon Bunpou Treebank no Sekai Hyoujun” (JPN: Universal Dependencies: Global Standard for 
Dependency Grammar Treebank”), Jinbunjouhougaku Geppou (JPN: Digital Humanities Monthly) 101, 1 (31 December  
2019).

(25) Coptic Dictionary Online, accessed 18 September 2020, https://coptic-dictionary.org/.
(26) “SFB 1136: Home”, Sonderforschungsbereich 1136 Bildung und Religion in Kulturen des Mittelmeerraums und seiner 

Umwelt von der Antike bis zum Mittelalter und zum Klassischen Islam, accessed 20 September 2020, http://www.sfb1136.
uni-goettingen.de.

(27) KELLIA (the Koptische/Coptic Electronic Language and Literature International Alliance), accessed 20 September 2020, 
http://kellia.uni-goettingen.de/.

(28) Miyagawa, So, Kirill Bulert, Marco Büchler, and Heike Behlmer, “Optical Character Recognition of Typeset Coptic Text 
with Neural Networks,” Digital Scholarship in the Humanities 34, no. Suppl. 1 (2019): i135–i141, doi: https://doi.org/10.1093/
llc/fqz023.

(29) “The VMR CRE: Tools to Facilitate Your Team as They Collaboratively Research, Edit, and Publish a Digital Critical 
Edition,” Virtual Manuscript Room Collaborative Research Environment (VMR CRE), accessed 20 September 2020, 
http://vmrcre.org/.

(30) Miyagawa, So, Amir Zeldes, Marco Büchler, Heike Behlmer, and Troy Griffitts, “Building Linguistically and Intertextually 
Tagged Coptic Corpora with Open Source Tools,” in Proceedings of the 8th Conference of Japanese Association for Digital 
Humanities, ed. Chikahiko Suzuki (Tokyo: Center for Open Data in the Humanities, 2018): pp.139–141.

(31) See the following two forthcoming papers: Miyagawa, So, Marco Büchler, and Heike Behlmer, “Computational Analysis of 
Text Reuse/Intertextuality: The Example of Shenoute Canon 6,” in Proceedings of the Eleventh International Congress of Coptic 
Studies, eds. Hany N. Takla, Stephen Emmel, and Maged S. A. Mikhail (Leuven: Peeters, forthcoming); and Miyagawa, So 
and Heike Behlmer, “Quotative Index Phrases in Shenoute’s Canon 6: A Case Study of Quotations from the Psalms,” in Uses 
and Misuses of Ancient Mediterranean Sources, eds. Chiara Meccariello and Jennifer Singletary (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, in 
print): pp.101–116.

(32) TEI stands for Text Encoding Initiative. XML stands for Extensive Markup Language.

https://copticscriptorium.org/
https://coptic-dictionary.org/
http://www.sfb1136.uni-goettingen.de
http://www.sfb1136.uni-goettingen.de
http://kellia.uni-goettingen.de/
https://doi.org/10.1093/llc/fqz023
https://doi.org/10.1093/llc/fqz023
http://vmrcre.org/
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Figure 2. Screen of checking verbal statives (qualitatives) in Shenoute’s work “Not Because a Fox 
Barks” in ANNIS of Coptic SCRIPTORIUM(33)

Conclusion

This study has shown the scope and scale of scholarly research infrastructure that exists online about 
people of late antique Egypt with the example of Shenoute. Therefore, I have come to the conclusion 
that internet access is all one requires to access information about (a) the life of a person, (b) the 
places where they lived, (c) the manuscripts authored by them, (d) the content of the manuscripts, 
and (e) the characteristics of the works written by them, supplemented with dictionary and part-of-
speech information. Obviously, for a more specialized study, it would be necessary to access a wider 
variety of research literature and actually visit libraries to view the physical documents. However, 
using these digital tools will help us complete some surveys entirely online. I looked at a parchment 
as an example; but if it had been papyri or ostraca, one could have used Papyri.info to analyze those 
texts(34). The digital scholarly edition of Shenoute’s Canon 6 that is being created using Papyri.

(33) “scriptorium (ANNIS Corpus Search),” Coptic SCRIPTORIUM, accessed 21 September 2020, https://corpling.uis.
georgetown.edu/annis/scriptorium#_q=cG9zPSJWU1RBVCI&_c=c2hlbm91dGUuZm94& cl=5&cr=5&s=0&l=10&_
seg=bm9ybV9ncm91cA.

(34) Papyri.info, accessed 19 September 2020, http://papyri.info/.

https://corpling.uis.georgetown.edu/annis/scriptorium#_q=cG9zPSJWU1RBVCI&_c=c2hlbm91dGUuZm94& cl=5&cr=5&s=0&l=10&_seg=bm9ybV9ncm91cA
https://corpling.uis.georgetown.edu/annis/scriptorium#_q=cG9zPSJWU1RBVCI&_c=c2hlbm91dGUuZm94& cl=5&cr=5&s=0&l=10&_seg=bm9ybV9ncm91cA
https://corpling.uis.georgetown.edu/annis/scriptorium#_q=cG9zPSJWU1RBVCI&_c=c2hlbm91dGUuZm94& cl=5&cr=5&s=0&l=10&_seg=bm9ybV9ncm91cA
http://papyri.info/
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info, Coptic SCRIPTORIUM, and our Virtual Manuscript Room can be output in TEI XML(35), 
which is currently becoming the default standard in Digital Humanities to allow secondary use.

Thus we are able to conduct historical research on the Roman and Byzantine periods to 
some extent for free by using just the internet. Due to the COVID-19 crisis, various libraries 
are now providing electronic copies of books, and a range of papers can be read free of charge 
on JSTOR and other digital platforms. Social media, such as the ANE Researcher Quarantine 
“Library”(36), are also increasingly providing solutions for researchers who have lost library access 
due to COVID-19. I am certain that this promotion of digitization will continue even after the 
COVID-19 pandemic ends. Moreover, these initiatives will prove beneficial not only to scholars 
but also to Coptic Christians who are the inheritors of the legacy of the Coptic writings from 
the Roman and Byzantine periods, as well as users outside academia. Digitization is bound to 
help realize a truly open public history that is not the exclusive realm of academic historians(37). 

This article is the translation of ‘Rōma bizantsu ki ejiputo no dejitaru hisutorii: koputogo 
chojutsuka atoripe no shenūte wo chūsin ni’, Seiyoshigaku: Historical Studies of the Western 
World, 270, pp.97-101.

(35) See the article by Naoki Kokaze in this volume.
(36)“ANE Researcher Quarantine “Library,” Facebook, accessed 21 September 2020, https: //www.facebook.com/

groups/2405302292905272.
(37)Suga, Yutaka, “Public History toha Nani ka?(JPN: What is the Public History?),” Public History Nyuumon: Hirakareta 

Rekishigaku he no Chousen (JPN: Introduction to Public History: Challenges toward Open History Studies), eds. Yutaka Suga and 
Katsutaka Houjou (Tokyo: Bensei Shuppan, 2019): pp.3–68.

https: //www.facebook.com/groups/2405302292905272
https: //www.facebook.com/groups/2405302292905272

